29. European Show
5. European Show for Juveniles
from 09. to 11. 11. 2018 in Herning DK
1. Participation / exhibitors.
Every exhibitor / breeder, who is a member
of a national association that is a valid
member of the EE at the time of entering,
can enter this show. Exhibitors from non EE
affiliated countries can only enter and be
accepted if authorization from the EE
Executive has been obtained.
2. Entering exhibits.
What can be entered:
Rabbits:
- Breed Collections - 4 exhibits of one breed
and one colour, representing both sexes.
- single exhibits
Cavies:
- Breed Collections in common with rabbits.
- single exhibits
Poultry / Pigeons:
- Breed Collections in common with rabbits.
- single animals
Ornamental fowl:
- In groups in aviaries

3. Entries.
All entries from international exhibitors will be
collected by their respective national contact
person, who will send them collectively to the
relevant address, accompanied by proof of
payment of the entry fees.
Individual entries from international
exhibitors will not be accepted.
Entries received by the closing date that are
not accompanied by their entry fees cannot
be processed.
The registrations for all entries are in
www.europaschau2018.eu
All entries (- birds) have to be in the
hands of the national contact persons no
later than 07/09/2018
The registrations for the section birds must
arrive on the official registration form at the
latest on the 29th of September 2018 (Dead
Line).
Every exhibitor can send on-line off directly
with the announcement form on the website
EE: www.entente-ee.com, or
www. europaschau2018.eu
4. Timetable.

Cage Birds and canaries:
- single exhibits
- In groups in aviaries
Every exhibit must wear either a closed foot
ring, an ear tag or ear tattoo of the national
associations, according to the Rules and
Regulations of the national association.
Exhibits may not be older than 6 years.
The cavy section deals with the identification
of their exhibits.
Exhibitors’ Medals
Every exhibitor that makes an entry of at
least 4 exhibits in one section will be given an
exhibitors souvenir medal (exhibitors' medal).
This medal cannot be handed out if the
exhibits are absent.

Penning:
Tuesday 6th. November from 10am to 8pm
Judging:
Wednesday, 7th. of November from 7am 6pm
Thursday, 8th. November from 7am - 2pm
Opening on
Friday, 09/11/2018 at 11 am. - MCH, Herning
Opening times:
Friday, 9/11/2018 from 11am to 6pm
Saturday, 10/11/2018 from 8am to 6pm
Sunday, 11/11/2018 from 8am to 14pm.

6. Entre fees, registration and
show catalogue
Entre fees pro entries:
Poultry, pigeons, rabbits
Ornamental Fowl 1,1
Cavias
Gage birds

EUR 12
EUR 12
EUR 6
EUR 6

Registration fee
Show catalogue

EUR 12
EUR 12

Young breeders, all sections:
Entre fees pro entries
EUR 6
Registration fee
EUR 12
Show catalogue (frie)
EUR 12

Specials
European Champion (collections)
Poultry, Ornamental fowl, Pigeons and
Rabbits

awarded to breeds with at least 20 entries.
The best exhibit will win the award,
regardless of its sex.
The title ‘European Championship’ can be
awarded if the exhibit has gained a minimum
of 95 points or the marks “SG” –“very good”.
If individual colours within the breed fulfil the
prerequisites (i.e. at least 20 exhibits) more
‘European Championship’ titles will be
awarded in this colour.
If more than 40 exhibits have been entered
within one breed, the best male as well as the
best female will be awarded a ‘European
Championship’ title.
If more than 40 exhibits have been entered
within one breed and one colour (see Art.
10.2 c), the best male as well as the best
female will be awarded the ‘European
Championship’ title in that one colour.

This title is awarded as follows:
The best collection (see Art. 9.1 b) in each
breed from all colours will win the title
‘European Champion’, provided that at least
20 entries have been entered in that class.
The best collection is worked out on the total
amount of points gained by the four
individual exhibits.
In order to win the ‘European Champion’ title,
a collection must have gained at least 376
points.
If 2 or more collections tie with the same
points’ total, all exhibitors will win the
‘European Champion’ title.
In the case of equal points, further titles will
be awarded even if only one collection is
entered in the relevant colour as the basic
conditions (see Art. 10.1 a) have been
fulfilled.
In the event of individual colours fulfilling the
prerequisites (20 entries) more ‘European
Champion’ titles will be awarded in that breed
and colour.
All exhibitors, that tie for equal points, will be
awarded the European Champion title.
European Championship (single exhibits)
This title is awarded as follows:
The title ‘European Championship’ will be

The allocation of European Championship
titles for poultry, pigeons and rabbits are
prepared by the international jury (Art. 11).
Placing the awards of the ‘European
Championship’ titles can be passed on to the
head judges.

Ornamental Fowl
European Champion (collections)
A collection of ornamental fowl will consist of
2 pairs of birds of the same breed and colour.
In order to win the ‘European Champion’ title,
a collection must have gained at least 188
points.
European Championship (single exhibits)
In the event that a minimum of 10 pairs have
been entered, the title European
Championship will be awarded to the best
pair, if a minimum score of 95 points has
been gained.
Cavies
European Champion (collections)
The best collection title will be awarded in
each of the three groups, namely smooth,
rough and long coated, provided there are 12
exhibits present. The best collection will be
awarded the title.
In order to win the ‘European Champion’ title,
a collection must have gained at least 376
points.

In the event of individual groups fulfilling the
prerequisites of 12 more exhibits, further
‘European Champion’ titles will be awarded
in that breed and colour.
In the event of individual breeds fulfilling the
prerequisites of 12 more exhibits, further
‘European Champion’ titles will be awarded
in that breed and colour.
The title will be awarded to the best 4
exhibits in one group, breed and colour of
one exhibitor and both sexes are
represented.
If two or more collections tie with the same
points’ total, all exhibitors will win the
‘European Champion’ title. The winners are
calculated by PC.

Rare Breeds - all Sections
To enable rare breeds to win European
Championships titles for collections and
European Champions for single entries, the
rules appertaining to the number of exhibits
and exhibitors will not be applied as strictly.

EE medals
The EE donates one EE-medal per 400
exhibits in each section. These medals will be
allocated for distribution to the head judges.
The head judges will award these medals in
cooperation with the judges before any other
specials are awarded. The awards will be
written down on the judges’ awards list.
The awards are made irrespective of the
country of origin of the exhibits.

All exhibitors, that tie for equal points, will be
awarded the European Champion title.
European Championship (single exhibits)
A European Championship will be awarded to
every Best of Breed, provided there are at
least 12 exhibits in that breed. The title will
be awarded to either sex.
In order to win the ‘European Championship’
title, the exhibit must have gained at least
“Very Good” / 95 points.
In the event of individual breeds fulfilling the
prerequisites of 12 more exhibits, further
‘European Championship’ titles will be
awarded in that breed and/or colour.
In the event of individual breeds having more
than 24 exhibits, the best male as well as the
best female exhibit will be awarded a
European Championship.
In the event of individual colours having more
than 24 exhibits, fulfilling the rules in Art.
10.2.i, the best male as well as the best
female exhibit will be awarded a European
Championship as well.
The title-holders will be presented with a
certificate in all sections. This certificate shall
bear the name of the venue and the date of
the European Show, the name of the
exhibitor as well as the breed, colour and sex
of the exhibit. The format for the certificate is
DIN A4.

Junior Group
Junior Group all sections (without birds).
Awards
EE Junior European Champion
(collection)
The EE European Junior Championship will be
held in collections of 4 animals.
A collection includes 4 animals of the same
breed, color and characteristics, both sexes
must be represented.
The best collection within each breed, with
the same color, the same characteristics and
both sexes, will be awarded the title of 'EE
European Junior Champion' with the
participation of at least 3 exhibitors.
The winner will receive a corresponding
certificate in A4 format.

The best collection results from the total of
the 4 collection animals from the individual
evaluation. It is determined by calculation.
If there is an equality of points, all exhibitors
with the same score receive the title 'Junior
European Champion'.
If there are at least 3 exhibitors for each
color stroke, another "EE Junior European
champion" can be awarded for this color
stroke.
For the award of the title, EE Junior European
Champion, the minimum score of 372 points
must be achieved. The results are determined
by calculation.

depending on the host country, perhaps a
special prize.
For every Europe-Champion-Class there is an
European-Champion if at least 20 birds are
issued by 3 exhibitors. Least points are 94.
The European-Champion gets a document
with a prize.The Vice-European-Champion
receives a certificate and a European
Champion medals if at least 40 birds compete
in the champion class. Least points = 93.
The 3rd place with the European champion is
honoured with a document, if at least 60
birds in the champion's class compete. Least
points = 93.

EE Junior European Champion
(single animals)
For at least 12 registered animals within each
breed, the highest rated animal, regardless of
sex, will be awarded the title of 'EE Junior
European Champion'.
If individual paint strokes have at least 12
animals among themselves, another "EE
Junior European Champion" can be awarded
in this color stroke.
For the award of the title, EE Junior European
Champion 'at least the predicate' very good
'(94 points) must have been achieved.
The title of 'EE Junior European Champion' is
awarded by the organizers appointed by the
EE division. If several animals are rated with
the same maximum score, the best animal
will be chosen by the Jury.

The title „EE Junior-European Champion“ will
be awarded according to the classification
rules.

Cage Birds
Honouring:
Every exhibitor receives the reminiscent
medallion of 29. EE - European show in 2018.
There occurs a order on 2 levels.
The lowest level 1 is the European Master.
He will award according to the master
grouping of the section birds.
Level 2 is Europe - Champion. He shows
the highest level and is the also most
valuable. There is this price in every
champion's classes in each case only once.
It can be awarded according to protocol and
regulations maximum 50 EuropeanChampions.
All together will award:
For every Europe-Master-Class a EuropeanMaster if the bird with least 93 points and at
least 10 birds from at least 3 exhibitors
compete with each other. The EuropeanMaster will receive a certificate and,

Price for aviaries:
It can be shown in the following groups:
1. finch finches
2. other tropical birds
3. dwarf parrots
4. parakitten
5. parrots - parakeets
6. quail - sir dove
In each individual group, a European
champion is awarded if at least 3 aviaries are
exhibited in the individual group. A European
champion will be awarded if at least 5
aviaries are exhibited in each individual
group.
For the pooled collection group the procedure
is the same as in the individual groups. If
there are more than 5 aviaries in the hunt
group, there is also a Vice European
Champion.
Each European champion and European
champion will receive a certificate and a
tribute.
Placements of aviaries are made by the judge
together with the supervisor.

Show Manager:
Willy Littau, Postbox 1327, DK 7500
Holstebro
e-mail: littau@mail.dk
Mobile: +45 23 74 02 13

